Casino Tax Free meet /
Begin the Nov 6

- significantly comm on religion

4 + 7 16°

2nd day = 6

2nd day 1 + 5

4km *2 + 3 common

Mr. Stark policy - in t setting of Conn.
Context difference in location

Category: Casino/
Research/Crime rate

AG AG - regulatory & licensing at once

Commits from Dept. themselves

Burden on state reg licensing & regulation = #6

“Compare with other states that have Casinos”

What did you FTB’S and state bands?
Peer group informal research - who did research?

What’s out there - not how I heard it.
Other state what were they? Where are they now?
Increase in reg & enforcement services
Outside Nantucket Casino models
Regulatory structure that works
50 mile radius impact
- Location near city
- Local in close proximity
State police reacts quickly
Local police - disturbance tickets
In-house security

- Financial & Credit Issues
  Tourism impact - image
  Housing
  Education

Extension?
- Reports back by 3rd meeting

# 6 Next Meeting - Summary / rural & population
- Presentation - Chief Strong
- MMA
- Banking & Credit Industry
- Children in business activity

People from Comm. on Gov. level - Legislators
- Educational level, Social level, diversity of language
- Affordable housing - only 20% of need being met
- Impact in other areas - Rural vs Urban
Eben Marsh / Bureau of Alcohol Beverage +
Director of State Lottery operations

profits = Gen Fund
Except = outdoor heritage fund

Single buyer vs producer
Announced value = advertised
on-line = machine produced clear returns Sys
"Scientific games" Contractor

Who play - 80% of adult Maine
Keep price w/ player intent
Effect of Casino:
"intro - did seem to be important"
Some states not sustain in all cases
like 20%

Conn. joined Pennsylvania - refund reimbursed
video lottery included in some cases
limit effect on state lottery revenue
All cases incremental revenues more the offset
All lottery losses = increase
Conjectural to apply as a conclusion in my
circumstances dig in each case

State of Conn.
Suggest casinos have not led direct adverse
effect in lottery.
MMA - Kurt Dufour
Neutral at 155 lbs
pop. over 20,000
8 Comm

Rev. Shint / 103. 4 lbs Stats
If start at 160 lbs only fight
at 155 lbs at 160 lbs
Goldman
not much impact on all of唐拳 decision
3:30 pm  Keith White  N ASSOC  of  
  Prof. Columbus

From policy standpoint
neutral on ganja
neither for nor against
already substantial amount of ganja in me
current ganja problem
of expansion doesn't seem to be a good thing
32 chiefs nearest is VT.
No gap in me

Ganja = mental health disorder
Independent of legalization of the activity
Organ most well funded party in US

- Create tiny program for existing counselors in ME
  Can be regionalized onto center for excellence
  such as VT.

Mr. Harold Roj

Harold Roj would decline

Not trend

Show increase in Delaware

Y2 of many best in state for brain surgery

DCT 25th 10:00 am
P.M.
Federal
Committee in DC
8:45 - 6:5 pm
Lot my Nov 18
one group w/a sanctioned monopoly

10:00 AM - Noon 10/25/02

Grady part in representing state policy
import of traffic
All import in Sharp's tow + Municipalities
Comm chiefs feel increase in work as offset
increase in DUI

import based on size of operation

- Traffic import depends on where it will be exactly located

"If you build casinos there will more crime"

biggest prob - motor vehicle related
in Casino - UCR Lottery Dept
1985 - 123
disorderly conduct

- prostitution - alive & well in Maine right now
Need - do $85,000 rationale per affir

Laura Smith #6
cannot predict 400 Keniy role
met w/ DA's
List 4 have big to be addressed
Created

POS U/L ASC's office
Special investigators CSU (not Skiff)

SBC

inflated cost 04
93 + 18,000 lawyer

Additional paid admin cost 76 + 80,000 investigators
68 + 81 research
48 + 33 Cruise

Can build a loyalty structure
Me die no lose one ASC's office
by 3 or 4 att'ng 15 deal w/ business
and federal cooks litigate in 5th

Can - NAM gain comm

gett'mn disputes
don't know what type of on-site

litigants

liquor control Comm involved as well

trial case 5 hot my ro round up in vec
along with other warm em'egged from leg'ng
employees

most unatt'tble not factored
Do we have any Stats on Court Cases?
How much that has increased in states that have Casinos?
Impact on Judicial System/Collection

15 - 30 State Police Officers needed
Conv - 3,000 background checks a year
- 1,000 in criminal 6-12 people
Add a new regulatory structure

This increase
Use 49465 in facility
don't have opera crime problem

Criminal Law enforcement with Casinos?
police tag on cost?
estimated 2 mil per agency
6 mil for other costs
State - 600 - 585,000 per officer
50,000 clind t. post
60,000 State Inspectors
- 3-5 M - cost
Main Transportation

Affordable Housing = non-existent?
my effort to create affordable housing
in the county?
There is a need for affordable housing
in your county?

Town ordinance - create a problem in limited
areas.

Why so many single family houses built.

The DOT

Congestion
Can tollpike Aben build a Spur?
assume they can

Developer hires traffic engineer
Will it displace proposed projects?
Developer is responsible
Cared too much then life of last time.